POPI-Slovakia (The Institute of Process oriented Psychology - www.processwork.sk)
invites you to a seminar about the topic:

Adventures in Relationships
A seminar in applied relationship work
26-28.5.2017
in beautiful Oravska Lesna, Slovakia
With Ivan Verny, M.D. and Marianne Verny, M.D.
We are in relationships all the time – whether we are with somebody or not, because then we are in relationship
with our selves, with nature, divine powers or the void. In this seminar we want to concentrate on different
aspects of relationship work as we need & use them in counseling, therapy, teaching or private life.
We will practice awareness of signals & double signals; individual and shared edges; relationship myth and its
use; the wisdom of accusations; projections and dreaming up phenomena; high & low dreams; trances and
moods; impact of gender, roles, ranks, privileges; and enjoy some fresh / cheeky interventions.
Of course, in two days we can only do some of the above, and the choice will be happening on the spot. Anybody
interested in facilitating own and other people’s relationships is welcome: couples, who want to work on their
relationship, professionals who mediate conflicts, lay people who want to enjoy more their daily quarrels or
peace-makers interested in conflict management, even teachers wanting to reach their students or pupil’s
parents better.

Venue: Welness Hotel Tyrapol,
Oravska Lesna, www.tyrapol.sk
https://goo.gl/maps/cZoeSvduU5k
Registration registration from 16:00,
seminar: Fri 16:30-19, Sat 9:3018:00, Sun 9:30-12:30
Language:
translation.

English

with

Slovak

CONTACT AND REGISTRATION
Andrej Jeleník,
email: andrej.jelenik@gmail.com ,
tel.: +421 907 460 058
PRICE:
1st rate: countries from Central and
Eastern Europe economies:
If you register till 30.4.2017: 125 €
Registration from 1.5.2017: 150 €
2nd rate: countries from western or
stronger economies:
If you register till 30.4.2017: 160 €
Registration from 1.5.2017: 190 €
You receive further informations
about payment after registering. If
you have a lower income, you can
also ask the organizer for fee
reduction along with brief description
of your situation.

Biographies: Marianne and Ivan Verny are psychiatrists, process-oriented
psychotherapists and supervisors with a private practice in Zurich.They offer seminars
on development of personal and relationship skills in Switzerland, Germany, Slovakia
and Czech Republic. Here a video with them about diversity in relationships:
https://vimeo.com/148013193

Accommodation: In hotel tyrapol or
nearby hotel, write the organizer what
you need.
SEE YOU IN SLOVAKIA

